
Telling Your 
Story with Data
Data storytelling isn’t just about making great charts and data 
presentations… it’s about understanding WHAT works, WHY it 
works, and HOW you can get started.



Two’s Complement (2C) is an international team 
of specialists, working together to create 
world-class products.

Our approach is characterized by an agile 
method combining strategy, design and 
technology. 

We build custom teams that specialize in 
the design and technology you need to 
perfect your next project.

What is 
Two’s Complement?



Understanding 
the Why



Science



Science

Science Data



Science

Science Data

Art





“As knowledge increases amongst mankind, and transactions multiply, 
it becomes more and more desirable to abbreviate and facilitate the 
modes of  conveying information”

A brief history

 - William Playfair 1789



Ok, but why?



13 milliseconds



Who has figured this out?



Telling Your Story

1. Collecting the Right Data
2. The Science of Data Viz
2. Visual Grammar
3. Structuring Your Narrative



1 Collecting the 
Right Data.



Finding the right data is tedious

Analyzing the right data is complex

Communicating the right data is essential

Sourcing Your Data

1. Primary Data
○ Data you’ve collected (the easiest)

2. Secondary Data
○ Someone else has collected 

3. New Wave
○ Search & social (can be either)

QUANTITATIVE

Quantities. Can be counted into numbers.

QUALITATIVE

Descriptive. Can be observed, not measured.
Think: Temperature Think: Language

Statistics Surveys Numbers Measurable Interviews Behavior Observation Words



Quantitative

Quantitative research provides 
measurable statistics that work to 
quantify the opinions and attitudes of 
the research participants. Typical 
quantitative research methods such as 
surveys and polls provide numerical data 
that can then be visualised into graphs, 
charts, and tables for analysis.



Qualitative

Rather than statistical and numerical 
measurements that describe the situation 
(more commonly known as the ‘what’), 
qualitative research focuses on the 
reasoning behind the actions of 
individuals, societies, and cultures 
(known as the ‘why’) through open ended, 
exploratory questions.



2 The Science of
Data Viz.



Stick to
the research



Color saturation

Accuracy-O-Meter

MEDIOCRE
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EXCELLENT
Examples include:

● Heatmaps



Shading, saturation, lightness

Accuracy-O-Meter

MEDIOCRE
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EXCELLENT

Examples include:

● Multivariate density points



Volume (3D size)

Accuracy-O-Meter

MEDIOCRE
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LIMITED
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EXCELLENT

Examples include:

● 3D / Volume Charts



Area (2D size)

Accuracy-O-Meter
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EXCELLENT
Examples include:

● Bubble Charts

● Mosaic Charts



Slope, angle, or curvature

Accuracy-O-Meter
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EXCELLENT
Examples include:

● Line Graphs

● Pie Charts



Length (1D size)

Accuracy-O-Meter
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EXCELLENT
Examples include:

● Stacked Bar Chart

● Waterfall Chart

● Treemap Chart



Position along unaligned scale

Accuracy-O-Meter

MEDIOCRE
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EXCELLENT
Examples include:

● Multiple plots together



Position on a common scale

Accuracy-O-Meter

MEDIOCRE

GOOD

GREAT

LIMITED

WEAK

POOR

BAD

EXCELLENTExamples include:

● Dot Plots

● Bar Charts

● Parallel Coordinate Plots



A short test



A short test



A short test



A few real-world examples

We’re good at understanding 
information when we can compare 
adjacent data...



A few real-world examples

But sometimes we need to 
interpret more than 2 data points 
at once...

We’re good at understanding 
information when we can compare 
adjacent data...



A few real-world examples

But sometimes we need to 
interpret more than 2 data points 
at once...

And other times, there are many 
data points, where two data sets 
are inherently related...

We’re good at understanding 
information when we can compare 
adjacent data...



3 Visual
Grammar.



Secrets of design







4 elements of visual grammar

Color Form

Spatial 
Relationship Movement



Color

● Less is more
● Gray on gray text for less important information
● Blue is good for color-blindedness issues
● Red is usually the first color users will spot

Color is one of the most common utilities that is 
used to call attention. It works hand-in-hand with 
our brain’s preattentive processing. Leveraging 
color in a strategic manner can save cognitive load 
and reduce the user’s need to sift through 
information on the page.

TIPS



Form

● Use abstraction to tell a story (it can be illustrative)
● It is an abstraction, still make it clear if it is 

representative from the real world
● Use a variation of shape sizes on the page
● The larger the size, the more attention it will draw
● Avoid pairing two similarly shaped graphs together

Form applies to various attributes from shape, 
size, grouping, text size and more. Altering the 
properties can highlight the story that you want to 
tell with your data, from most important, to least 
important. Form can also help guide the user along 
the narrative from top to bottom.

TIPS



Spatial relationship

● Consider how you want to relate various graphs and 
charts together to tell a coherent story

● Emphasize what is most important to you
● White space is your friend (avoid crowding)

Spatial Relationship is the ability to perceive the 
position of two (or more) objects in space. This is 
relative to oneself and in relation to each other. 
The best example of this is when you take a photo 
and the background is blurred, but the people in 
the foreground are not - it is easier to look at.

TIPS



Movement

● Get to the point - a user does not want to wait
● Work with a design/developer duo who can support the 

vision and add details that you wouldn’t imagine
● Pace the narrative (1 moving item at a time)

Movement is using motion or animation to tell a 
story using time. Thoughtful motion can enhance a 
user’s experience with data, rather than simply 
reading it. This allows your audience to engage 
with your content the way you want to tell it.

TIPS



4 Structuring 
Your Narrative.



Story-building structure

● Identify your goal - views, 
sign-ups, sales, investors?

● Pinpoint your audience - 
Quick snapshot of 
information, and give them 
that

● Audience will sometimes 
determine how much 
context you need to provide

Plot

●  Usually this is what we will 
highlight using hierarchy on 
the page

● We will also choose the 
format to present the data 
in the best way possible

● Align content to goals and 
audience - Presentation, 
infographic, social graphic, 
e-book/report

Twist

● Want a strong conclusion
● Is your audience taking the 

right information away with 
them, and is it actionable?

● This is the cause to action

Ending
What does the audience 
need to know?

INTENTION-SETTING

I’m here; show me 
something unexpected.

Now that you have my 
attention, what should I do?

STORYTELLING THE ASK



Your ask is the most 
important part



Questions?

Email us katy@2c.io
Check us out at www.twoscomplement.io
Twitter: @katyjeremko 

mailto:katy@2c.io
http://www.twoscomplement.io

